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WHAT ’S IN YOUR TEACHING GUIDE
This Teaching Guide has three purposes:
➤ to give the teacher tools for focusing on the content of the session in the Study Guide.
➤ to give the teacher additional Bible background information.
➤ to give the teacher variety and choice in preparation.
The Teaching Guide includes two major components: Teacher Helps and Teacher Options.

Teacher Helps
Teaching Outline

Find Relevance
helps you zero in on why each
session is important for the
adults you teach.

Seek Understanding
presents helful Bible Background
informations and insights that will help
you better understand the Scripture.

provides you with an outline
of the main themes in the
Study Guide.
My Teaching Plan is a
convenient place for you to
make notes for teaching the
session.

Teacher Options
Offer Illustrations presents material that will help you paint
a picture of the session. This section often presents items from
church history, current events, or interesting anecdotes that
help introduce the session.
Discussion provides teaching activitiees that will help learners
discuss the Scripture text.
Questions presents multiple collections of questions for
various kinds of adults.
Involve Learners helps learners become actively involved
with the Scripture text for a particular session.
Closure gives you a means for wrapping up the session.

You Can Choose!
There is more material in each session than you can use, so choose the options from each section
to tailor the session to the needs of your group.

Prepare Before the Session
Read the session for today in the Study Guide. Then read the options in this Teaching
Guide, placing checkmarks beside the activities you plan to include. After you have decided
which options to use, gather the appropriate materials.
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GAINING
TRUE WISDOM
James 1

Find Relevance

Seek Understanding

Why do adults care about this
session? Learning through
our struggles is a topic that
speaks to everyone, because all of
us spend time in life’s valleys. Although
not everyone in your class will be specific
about their struggles as they discuss, you
can rest assured that any discussion of
patience amid suffering is not a foreign
concept for class members. You have a
wonderful opportunity to help people of
faith avoid despair by helping them to see
meaning and possibility in times of trial.
Wisdom is another timely theme.
There seems to be a sense in our society
that we know more and understand
less all the time. The information explosion places unbelievable amounts of
information at our fingertips. For fun,
I sometimes enter the name and city of
friends into an Internet search engine. In
about half the cases, I can turn up some
article in their local paper that mentions
them. But, on the other hand, these
friends of mine live all over the country,
and the information I can retrieve about
them doesn’t deepen the friendship. The
difference between having information
and gaining wisdom is something we are
all aware of at some level.

What do these Scriptures
mean? This chapter from
James presents a challenge and
an opportunity for teachers. It’s
challenging due to the array of topics it
addresses, and it’s an opportunity for the
very same reason. If your teaching leans
toward a lecture style, you might touch
somewhat lightly on several key points, or
you might select a few verses and dive deep
into them while giving less attention to the
rest of the chapter. If you use a discussionoriented approach, you’ll have an
opportunity to introduce the range of
subjects James addresses in the chapter
and then allow the Spirit to direct your
discussion as learners move toward the
passages that are relevant for them.
One of the more significant concepts
is James’s distinction between “wisdom
from above” and the wisdom of the
world. The other sessions on James build
upon this idea, and James maintains this
theme throughout his writing. Another
important theme is the relationship
between hearing and doing the word.
Although the chapter is scattered in some
ways, it tends to hover closely to these
topics. If you find yourself struggling
with a lecture or a discussion that seems
to lack coherence, try guiding it back to
these two ideas.

My Teaching Plan

I. Suffering can produce wisdom (1:1-7).
A. James is addressed to believers who
are no strangers to struggles or hardships (v. 2).
B. Faith helps our struggles become
avenues to growth (v. 3).
1. Faith does not mean ignoring our
hard times.
2. Faith amid struggles helps us grow
toward maturity (v. 4).
C. Turning to God for wisdom and maintaining a single-minded focus on God
are key to enduring suffering (vv. 5-7).
II. Humility is the doorway to obtaining
wisdom (vv. 8-18).
A. Humble circumstances can help us
remember what’s really important
(vv. 9-11).
B. A lack of humility can cause us to
blame God for our circumstances
rather than to seek what God wants
to teach us through our struggles
(vv. 12-16).
C. Wisdom comes from God above, not
simply from within us (vv. 17-18).
III. Hearing and believing the word leads to
action (vv. 19-27).
A. Acting in prideful anger should give
way to meekness (vv. 19-21).
B. Be doers and not merely hearers of the
word (vv. 22-25).
C. Healthy religion leads to purity in
speech and service to those in need
(vv. 26-27).

Resources
Robert Coles, The Moral Life of Children (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1986).
Henri J. M. Nouwen, The Wounded Healer: Ministry in
Contemporary Society (New York: Doubleday, 1972).
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Offer Illustrations
How can I help learners think about the issues?

❍ The Power of Suffering
Henri Nouwen told an ancient Jewish
story of a rabbi in search of the messiah.
The rabbi learned from the prophet Elijah
that the messiah could be found among
the wounded at the gates of the city: “He
is sitting among the poor covered with
wounds. The others unbind all their
wounds at the same time and then bind
them up again. But he unbinds one at a
time and binds it up again, saying to
himself, ‘Perhaps I shall be needed: if so
I must always be ready so as not to delay
for a moment’ ” (82).
An experience my father had further
illustrates the way similar suffering
connects people. Many years ago he was
hospitalized after suffering a heart attack.
Of all those who came by to see him, one
of the most meaningful and helpful visits
was by a fellow church member who had
experienced a heart attack himself.

❍ Focusing on God When We Need
to Endure
Robert Coles related the words of a
thirteen-year-old girl who found wisdom
from above and learned the power of
focusing single-mindedly on God during
the racial turmoil of 1964: “You have to
keep your eyes on the goal. Otherwise,
you’ll get low” (33).

Questions

➤ Can you name a time when focusing
single-mindedly on a goal made the
difference in reaching it?
➤ In what ways do hard times challenge
our faith?
➤ What is the difference between determined faith and blind faith?

Questions

➤ Can you think of a time when someone
who had been through a crisis similar
to your own supported you? If so, what
difference did it make that the person
had “been there” before?
➤ Have you made it through struggles
that can equip you to be an effective
minister to someone else? Explain.
➤ What difference does it make that Jesus
endured the struggles of life on earth
(see Heb 2:18)?

Teaching Guide
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Discussion

Questions

How do I lead learners to dialogue about the session?

Questions about Scripture

❍ Above or Below?
Our society offers us different sources
of wisdom. Some wisdom comes from
“above,” such as counsel from Scripture
and Christian mentors. Other sources
come from “below,” such as movies that
seem to glorify selfishness or workplaces that can tempt us to compromise
our ethics.
On a chalkboard or newsprint, draw
a large horizontal rectangle and divide
it in half with a vertical line to make two
squares of roughly equal size. Above one
side, write “Above/Sacred.” Over the
other half, write “Below/Secular.” Have
learners suggest sources of wisdom that
fit in each square. Once this exercise is
completed, erase the board and again
make a large rectangle divided in two.
This time, write “Above/Secular” over
one side and “Below/Sacred” over the
other. These categories may initially
confuse your group, but the surprise of
switching them can lead to a more
enriching discussion. Mention the
secular sources of wisdom that are not
inconsistent with wisdom from above,
such as TV shows or movies with edifying messages or community agencies
that serve the poor. Also point out that
some ideas we find in “sacred” circles
can in fact be “wisdom from below,”
such as get-rich messages on some
Christian television programs or even
practices in the local church that fail to
meet basic Christian standards.

Questions

➤ How do we distinguish wisdom from
above and wisdom from below in our
lives?
➤ How can churches avoid operating by
the principles of “wisdom from
below”?
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➤ Since no person is a stranger to doubt,
how are we to understand the idea that
“the doubter…must not expect to receive
anything from the Lord” (v. 7)?
➤ How do you interpret verses 9-11?
➤ What are some biblical examples of
people who “deceived themselves” (v. 22)?

Questions for All Adults

➤ When we face struggles, how do we find
the balance between being realistic about
challenges while maintaining a healthy,
positive attitude?
➤ What faulty “foundations” do we create
for ourselves?
➤ In what areas do churches do a good job
of practicing what we preach? a not-sogood job?

Questions for Mature Adults

➤ How have times of suffering increased
your wisdom?
➤ How does humility help us make the
transitions that come with growing
older?
➤ Is today’s world more or less likely to
look for “wisdom from above” than it
was thirty years ago? Why or why not?

Questions for Younger Adults

➤ What is the difference between simply
knowing how to gather information and
having wisdom?
➤ If learning from our struggles leads to
wisdom, what implication does this have
for our attitudes toward older
Christians?
➤ What are the benefits of choosing a
sound faith foundation early in life?

Questions for Adults with Children

➤ How do we begin laying a faith foundation for our children?
➤ When it comes to teaching faith to our
children, to what degree do parents fall
victim to “Do as I say and not as I do”?

Involve Learners
How can I lead learners to explore the session together?

❍ Choosing Words Wisely
An emphasis in James 1 is being careful
with our speech. Explore this theme by
forming three groups. Give each group
one of the scenarios described below.
Instuct each group to choose a wise
response to their assigned situation and
to be ready to explain how they made
their decision. After the groups complete
their work, bring them together to share
both their decision and their reasons for
making that decision.
1. Your best friend was on a committee
in charge of picking out the new
sign for your neighborhood entrance.
Your neighbor, not knowing this,
says, “Whoever picked out that new
sign for the neighborhood could stand
to learn a thing or two about color
coordination.”
2. You are approached by your boss, who
says, “We’ve really gone beyond our
budget on the Johnson project. I know
your team has not been a part of the
Johnson project, but I need you to
charge the expenses on this sheet to
your team’s budget in order to keep me
out of hot water with my boss.”
3. You are leaving worship, and the
sermon this Sunday wasn’t really one
you’d rank in the pastor’s top ten. A
friend approaches you and says, “What
a yawner that sermon was! Don’t you
think we’d be better off as a church
with a different pastor?”

❍ Sharing the Valleys
Form learners into small groups of six or
more. Have each group choose a leader to
read James 1:2-7. Ask group members to
share about a past struggle and what God
taught them through their struggle. Ask
these questions of the entire group, and
allow people to volunteer an answer if
they wish: (1) Is anyone willing to share
about a current struggle and what they
feel they are learning as they go through
it? (2) Would someone like to share about
a time when going through a valley
produced doubts?

Closure
How do I lead learners to respond?

❍ Words and Actions
Read James 1:27: “Religion that is pure
and undefiled before God, the Father, is
this: to care for orphans and widows in
their distress, and to keep oneself
unstained by the world.” Remind learners
that widows and widowers are still people
in special need of love and support in our
world. Explain that in addition to
orphans, our society has many children
who struggle with the pain of divorce or
who have been removed from their family
of origin for their protection. As a closing
activity, do one or both of the following:
(1) Plan a class project to meet the needs
of a “widow” or “orphan,” either someone
known personally or someone through a
ministry or agency. (2) Call the class into a
time of silent prayer. Ask class members
to call to mind the names of people they
know who are “widows” or “orphans” in
need of love and prayer. Close with a time
of prayer or by reading again verse 27. Or,
if you are using only option one, lead in a
closing prayer, and at the end of the
prayer read verse 27.

Teaching Guide
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FAITH CONSISTENT
WITH WORKS
James 2

Find Relevance

Seek Understanding

Why do adults care about
this session? The old
saying goes “Practice what
you preach,” but do Christians
really live by it? Most of us have to
admit that our actions and words often
fail to match up. Some, and maybe all,
of the learners in your class have had
conversations with people who explain
that they don’t go to church because
of “all those hypocrites.” Learners
understand that the ability to be an
authentic witness for Christ is compromised when our actions don’t match
our words. With the possible exception
of the Sermon on the Mount, no part
of the New Testament says more about
practicing what you preach than James.
People of faith find relevance by being
people of integrity. James challenges us
to do just that.

What do these Scriptures mean?
I owe a great debt to professors of
religion. They have deepened my
faith and taught me a great deal
about the Bible. One thing in particular they
have taught me is that living by God’s word
means not only learning how to apply a verse
that is before us, but also discerning which
verse we need to put before us in light of the
situation we face. Joel 3:10 tells people to
“beat your plowshares into swords.” Micah
4:3, on the other hand, speaks of the day
when people “shall beat their swords into
plowshares.” Which verse you live by
depends on the situation you face.
You have a fantastic opportunity to help
those you teach learn a similar lesson this
Sunday. As you and your fellow learners
wrestle with the proper role of faith and
works in the life of a believer, help them to
recognize the hazard of applying one or the
other with a “one size fits all” approach.
Some people in your class are cruising on
faith alone, failing to see that their actions
need to match their faith statements. They
need to hear the message of James. Others,
however, are routinely criticizing themselves
because their actions fall short of their best
expectations for themselves. Be aware of the
differing perspectives of your class members.
Though you study James this Sunday,
perhaps some people in your class need to
hear the grace-centered theology of Paul.

Resources
Sharyn Dowd, “Faith That Works: James 2:14-26,”
Review & Expositor 97 (2000).

I. Favoritism is a sin (2:1-8).
A. The church of James’s day appears to
have shown favoritism toward the
wealthy (vv. 1-4).
B. James gives reasons for not showing
favoritism.
1. God has a special relationship with
the poor (v. 5).
2. The very people you favor oppress
you (v. 6).
3. Scripture teaches us to “love your
neighbor as yourself ” (v. 8).
II. Our favoritism reveals truths about us
(vv. 9-13).
A. Nobody is perfect (vv. 10-11).
B. We should be careful about judging
others, because our same standard of
judgment can turn around and be used
against us (vv. 12-13).

Robert W. Funk, “In the Heart of America:
Redeemer Figures & Mythic Spaces,” The Fourth R
3:4 (July 1990).
Luke Timothy Johnson, “James,” The New
Interpreter’s Bible, vol. 12, ed. Leander E. Keck
(Nashville: Abingdon Press).
Ralph P. Martin, James, Word Biblical Commentary,
ed. David A. Hubbard and Glenn W. Barker, vol. 48
(Waco: Word Books, 1988).
Arthur Miller, Death of a Salesman (New York;
Penguin USA, 1998).

My Teaching Plan

III. Faith without works is dead (vv. 14-26).
A. An empty faith is worthless
(vv. 14-17).
B. The role of faith and works is debated
(vv. 15-20).
C. Faith leads to action.
1. Abraham was willing to sacrifice his
son (vv. 21-24; see Gen 22:1-13).
2. Rahab saved soldiers when they
were in danger (vv. 25-26; see Josh
2:1-21).

Teaching Guide
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Offer Illustrations
How can I help learners think about the issues?

❍ Words and Actions

❍ What Do you Think?

Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman is the
tale of Willy Loman, a man who is
haunted by the gap between his words
and his actions. In one scene, Willy’s
young neighbor is about to leave to try a
case before the Supreme Court. The
lawyer’s proud father says to Willy, “How
do you like this kid? Gonna argue a case
in front of the Supreme Court.” When
Willy hears this surprising news, he says,
“The Supreme Court! And he didn’t even
mention it!” The lawyer’s father replies,
“He don’t have to—he’s gonna do it”
(Act II, Scene 1).

Jesus was a master at illustrating truths
through stories. In one parable, he told of
two sons working for their father: “What
do you think? A man had two sons; he
went to the first and said, ‘Son, go and
work in the vineyard today.’ He answered,
‘I will not’; but later he changed his mind
and went. The father went to the second
and said the same; and he answered, ‘I go,
sir’; but he did not go. Which of the two
did the will of his father?” (Mt 21:28-31).
Allow learners to answer Jesus’ question and discuss their answers. You might
then want to read the remainder of verse
31: “They said, ‘The first.’ Jesus said to
them, ‘Truly I tell you, the tax collectors
and the prostitutes are going into the
kingdom of God ahead of you.’ ”

Questions

➤ When did someone’s loving actions
speak louder to you than words?
➤ When have someone’s words about love
been drowned out by their actions?
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Questions

➤ Why do our noblest intentions so often
fail to lead to action?
➤ How often are churches guilty of promising more than we deliver?

Discussion

Questions

How do I lead learners to dialogue about the session?

Questions about Scripture

❍ Taking Action
Ask learners to name the groups of
people who are suffering most in your
community right now. Write the
responses down the left side of a board.
Then, return to the list and ask class
members to name something your
church or a Christian organization is
doing to meet the needs of the people
you’ve named. Discuss how well or how
poorly you feel your church or
Christian community is doing at
responding to the needs around you.
Then, ask the group to think of other
possibilities for meeting the needs of
those suffering in your community.
Take the discussion one step further
by generating conversation around
what your class might do to help meet
these needs.

➤ What reasons does James give for not
showing partiality?
➤ What do you think James means by
“dead” when speaking of “faith without
works”?

Questions for All Adults

➤ What are some ways that improper
partiality is shown in churches?
➤ Can you describe someone you admire
who acts in a way consistent with their
faith?
➤ If our church had to choose between
asking James to preach or Paul to preach,
which message do you think Jesus would
feel we need to hear more?

Questions for Mature Adults

➤ Do we sometimes show partiality toward
people our own age and undervalue
people who are younger than us?
➤ What are some loving actions that older
Christians are uniquely capable of doing?
➤ Is the church better or worse today at
putting its faith into action than it was
twenty-five years ago?

Questions for Younger Adults

➤ Do we sometimes show partiality toward
people our own age and undervalue
people who are older than us?
➤ Younger Christians often complain about
the church’s failure to practice what it
preaches. As church members, how are
we doing at practicing what we preach?

Questions for Adults with Children

➤ How do we alert children to be leery of
suspicious-looking people without
causing them to unfairly judge people by
their appearance?
➤ If someone asked us about our faith and
then interviewed our kids about our
behavior, what might they discover?
➤ What are ways we can teach our kids to
put their faith into action?

Teaching Guide
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Involve Learners
How can I lead learners to explore the session together?

❍ Is This Seat Taken?
Give two volunteers a card from the activity sheet found on page 29, and ask them
to follow the instructions. If you choose
not to use the activity sheet, give one
volunteer a bag with the scruffiest sweatshirt, sweater, or jacket you can find and
an old hat or baseball cap. When you
reach this point in the session, have the
class member go into the hallway to put
on the scruffy clothes. Place two chairs in
the center of the room, and ask the other
volunteer to hold a hymnal and sit in one
of them. Explain to the group that these
are two seats in the sanctuary. After the
volunteer with the hymnal is seated, have
your scruffy volunteer enter and say to the
person with the hymnal in an overly loud
voice, “IS THIS SEAT TAKEN?”
Read James 2:1-5. Then, ask questions
like the following.

Questions
• What would go through your mind if
you were the person with the hymnal?
• What would go through the minds of
worshipers as they looked at the person
with the hymnal and at the scruffy
person?

❍ Life Situations
Explain to learners that often we must
follow the Spirit as we decide which biblical idea speaks more clearly to situations
we face. On two sheets of paper, write
“Faith without works is dead” and “You
are saved by faith, not works.” Pass out
each Life Situation Card from page 30.
Explain that in the life situations we face,
both of these statements can be very
important. Ask each cardholder to read
their situation to the group. Discuss the
importance of each statement about faith
and works, and then ask learners to offer
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which statement they feel is most important when facing that particular situation.

Closure
How do I lead learners to respond?

❍ Choose Your Action
Cut pocket-sized squares of three kinds of
paper: notepad paper, newspaper, and
phone book paper. You will need almost
as many of each as you have learners.
Place them on a table in your class.
Explain that each square of paper represents an act of love that someone can do
this week. The note paper stands for
words of hope or forgiveness sent to a
friend or family member. The phone book
paper represents the same kind of message
delivered by phone rather than in writing.
The newspaper represents some group in
your community that is in need of tangible signs of support or love. Give learners
a few moments to choose one of these
actions. Close with a time of silent prayer,
and encourage members to hold their
paper as they pray and commit to putting
their faith in action this week. If you
prefer, you can have learners place their
piece of paper in a basket or offering
plate, and then have the class gather
around the basket or plate. The closing
prayer can focus on making these actions
the group’s offering to God for the week.
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SIN VS.
WISDOM
James 3

Find Relevance

Seeking Understanding

Why do adults care
about this session?
“Actions speak louder
than words.” Not always.
When the soon-to-be father-in-law
embraces his son’s fiancée and
whispers in her ear “You’re not
good enough for my son,” the hug
means less than nothing because of
the words. Nobody needs convincing that what we say is important,
because we have all been on both
the giving and receiving end of
words that should not have been
said. Many adults spend years
putting back together a self-image
broken to pieces by parents whose
words were hammers.
Not only can words be
hammers; they also can be
windows, revealing truths about
our inner lives. This explains
James’s concern for speech, since
James always watches closely for
clues to the inner wisdom or lack of
wisdom possessed by believers. By
allowing learners to take a few
steps back and look at their words
through the lens of faith, you have
the opportunity to enhance their
world and the world of those
around them. There is also a
chance to give them a window
into their soul.

What do these Scriptures mean?
The learner’s study for this session
ties the chapter together around the
relationship between speech and
wisdom. Another way one can view this chapter
is by examining the relationship between speech
and power, rather than wisdom. In a sense,
speech/wisdom and speech/power are two sides
of the same coin, since the way we use power
reveals much about how wise we are.
The outline on the next page follows the
themes of speech and wisdom through James 3,
but to enhance your teaching, you might also
consider how the theme of power runs through
the chapter. First, verses 1-2 tell the Bible study
teacher not to be a teacher. In terms of power,
it’s a warning to tread carefully when taking
on the mantle of teaching the faith, because
you possess great power when you take on
the responsibility of shaping others’ faith
(see Lk 12:48).
The first eight verses offer a variety of
metaphors for the power of controlling speech.
Verse 9 points to the positive and negative
power of speech—specifically in the life of faith.
Verses 11-12 touch indirectly on power as they
address the proper function of springs and fig
trees: their power is in being used in the right
way and for the right purpose. The chapter’s
final verses point out the destructive force in
actions motivated by a quest for power, as
opposed to the peace that comes from the
actions of those who do not give in to “envy
and selfish ambition.”

My Teaching Plan

I. Specific Warning to Teachers (3:1-2)
(see also Acts 13:1; 1 Cor 12:28; Rom
12:7; Eph 4:11)
II. General Warnings to All Believers
(vv. 2-12)
A. Controlling speech (v. 2)
B. Illustrations (vv. 3-10a)
1. Great power in small things
2. Great problems caused by small
things
C. The double nature of the tongue
(vv. 10-12)
1. Power to bless and curse (v. 10)
2. Clean and unclean (v. 11)
3. Right purpose and wrong purpose
(v. 12)
D. Positions of authority, such as teaching (vv. 1-2)
III. Two Kinds of Wisdom (vv. 13-18)
A. False wisdom
1. Signs of (v. 14)—envy, selfishness
2. Character of (v. 15)—unspirituality,
devilishness
3. Results of (v. 16)—disorder, wickedness
B. True wisdom
1. Signs of (v. 17b)—purity, gentleness,
impartiality
2. Character of (v. 17a)—comes from
above
3. Results of (v. 18)—harvest of righteousness
Based in part on Charles H. Talbert, “James:
Teaching Outlines and Selected Sermon Seeds,”
Review & Expositor 97 (2000): 175-76.

Resources
Robert Coles, The Moral Life of Children (New York:
Houghton Mifflin, 1986).
Charles H. Talbert, “James: Teaching Outlines and
Selected Sermon Seeds,” Review & Expositor 97
(2000).
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Offer Illustration
How can I help learners think about the issues?

❍ Changing Speech
I once heard someone tell of a
friend whose in-laws had come to
town not long after she and her
husband had a new baby. Amazing
as it may sound, some tensions
arose between the in-laws and this
new mother. Pushed beyond her
limit, the young mother summoned
her husband into the baby’s room
and proceeded to explain all the
ways his parents were infuriating
her and all the things they needed
to change. After a lengthy conversation, they left the baby’s room and
returned to the family room. They
were met by the icy stares of the
in-laws and the soft hissing sound
of the baby monitor speaker, which
of course was receiving its signal
from the other half of the monitoring system—in the baby’s room.

Questions

➤ How would our speech be different if we knew the people about
whom we were speaking could
hear us?
➤ Why is it that most of us would
never hit another person, but we
frequently make use of the
“deadly poison” (v. 8) of untamed
speech?

❍ Revealing Speech
Psychologist and professor Robert Coles has
chronicled the reactions of young people during
times of crisis, particularly during the Civil
Rights movement. In The Moral Life of Children,
Coles told the story of a teenager who mustered
the courage to speak the truth during a time of
great racial tension in his high school. The
school had only recently become integrated, and
one of the few black students was being mercilessly harassed by the white students. Initially,
this white student, interviewed by Coles, joined
in the teasing. As time went on, however, he
began to see how well the African-American
youth handled the taunting, and within him
grew a begrudging respect for the young man.
He began to see how unfairly the young man
was being treated. One day a significant incident occurred. The teenager described it to
Coles:
Then it happened. I saw a few people cuss at
him…and soon they were pushing him in a
corner, and it looked like trouble, bad
trouble. I went over and broke it up. I said,
“Hey, cut it out.” They all looked at me as if
I was crazy.
At this point, much to his own surprise, he
spoke to his fellow student, the African
American. “I didn’t mean to, actually!” the
student told Coles. “It just came out of my
mouth. I was surprised to hear the words myself:
‘I’m sorry.’… It was the strangest moment of my
life.” Coles added, “His life had, in fact, changed.”
In time, the young interviewee became both the
black student’s friend and advocate (26-27).

Questions

➤ What did the students’ speech reveal?
➤ What do you think made the young man
speak up when he did?
➤ Can you give another example of a time when
someone spoke courageously and redeemed a
bad situation?
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Discussion

Questions

How do I lead learners to dialogue about the
session?

Questions about Scripture

❍ Contributing Factors
Ask learners to call out the names of
some of the greatest conflicts in our
nation and world. Write them on a
board. Return to the list, and ask
two questions about all or some of
the items: (1) How has evil speech
contributed to this conflict? (2) How
has wise speech helped to redeem
this conflict?
Ask learners to share some of
their own worst “open mouth, insert
foot” experiences. Discuss what practices can help us guard against such
mistakes.
Some people have the gift of
saying the right thing at the right
moment with the right spirit. Ask
learners to describe people they have
known who have this gift, or ask
them to share about moments in
which they heard someone say just
the right thing at just the right time.

➤ In verses 2-4, what are the positive images
used to describe healthy speech?
➤ In verses 5-8, what are the negative images
used to describe sinful speech?
➤ In verses 13-18, what are the positive and
negative words associated with speech and
the wisdom or lack of wisdom behind it?

Questions for All Adults

➤ Can you describe a time when a word set off
a “forest fire”?
➤ How optimistic are you that we can tame our
speech?
➤ Can you think of a time when someone’s
spoken words revealed something about
their inner character?

Questions for Mature Adults

➤ What are ways in which younger people
speak of older people that are offensive or
irritating to you?
➤ Are there ways you think younger people
might take offense at how they are sometimes characterized by older people?
➤ Are mature adults in a better position to
develop “gentleness born of wisdom” (v. 13)?

Questions for Younger Adults

➤ Are there ways you think older people might
take offense at how they are sometimes characterized by younger people?
➤ Verse 14 speaks of “bitter envy and selfish
ambition.” How great a temptation are these
to people just beginning their careers?

Questions for Adults with Children

➤ What are some strategies you’ve found effective in helping your children to tame their
speech?
➤ How do you tame your own speech as you
relate to your children?
➤ James also refers to speech’s ability to
“bless.” Are there ways you’ve been blessed
by something your child said to you? How
do you bless your children with your speech?
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Involve Learners
How can I lead learners to explore the session together?

❍ The Game Called Gossip

❍ Words of Blessing

“An oldie but a goodie” is the game called
“Gossip.” The rules are simple. A person
at one end of the room whispers a mildly
complicated sentence in the ear of the
person next to them, and then the secret
is whispered in every ear until you get to
the last person in the room, who says to
the group what they were told. Nobody is
allowed to ask the person whispering to
them to repeat themselves. They hear it
one time and then whisper it to the next
person. Because most learners will be
familiar with this activity, they won’t be
surprised at how much the message
changes from one end of the room to the
other, but they’ll probably have a lot of
fun doing it, and the stage will be well set
for the following questions.

To show the power of words to bless,
place learners in groups of about six
people. Ask the small groups to each
make a circle around a chair, and then
have one person at a time sit in the chair.
As an act of prayer and blessing, instruct
one person in the circle to speak an
affirming word about the person seated in
the chair. Continue until each person has
had the chance to sit in the chair and have
something affirming said about them.
The affirmations needn’t be profound
thoughts about the essence of a person,
just something nice. This activity can also
be considered as an alternate closing
activity.

Questions

How do I lead learners to respond?

• Read verse 6, and then ask learners to
discuss the damage that can be done in
churches by “a little harmless gossip.”
• Why is gossip such a tempting activity?

❍ Two Categories of Speech
Explain to learners James’s two categories
of speech: words rooted in “gentleness
born of wisdom” and words rooted in
“bitter envy and selfish ambition.”
Provide magazines and/or newspapers
and scissors. Have learners search for
examples of one or the other type of
speech and explain what they found.
Discuss how good speech can lead to “a
harvest of righteousness…sown in peace,”
while bad speech can lead to “disorder
and wickedness of every kind.”

Closure
❍ Reminder Dime
Stevie Waltrip, the wife of retired
NASCAR driver Darrel Waltrip, used to
place small notes with Scripture passages
written on them in Waltrip’s car on race
day. Other drivers have picked up on this
practice. There is something to be said for
having a visual reminder. As a visual
reminder of controlling our speech, give
each class member a dime. Remind them
of this phrase attributed to Thomas
Jefferson: “When angry, count to ten
before you speak.” Encourage them to
place the dime where they will see it each
day: by the kitchen sink, by the telephone,
in the car. As you lead them in a prayer of
commitment to wise speech, encourage
them to keep their dimes in place for a
month as a reminder to count to ten and
pray the next time they’re tempted to sin
in their speech.

Teaching Guide
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WITH
GOD’S HELP
James 4

Find Relevance

Seek Understanding

Why do adults care about this
session? The “good ol’ days”
sometimes weren’t all that good.
In the good ol’ days, African
Americans couldn’t vote, and women were
rarely able to become doctors. But on the
other hand, we are not always wrong when
we say our culture is losing sight of timehonored virtues such as loyalty and
honesty. Another waning virtue is humility.
Tune in to a sports channel or a news
channel, and you will see people claiming
to know it all or do it all. We preachers are
not immune from this lack of humility.
Were Jesus to find himself seated next to
me on an airplane, typing away on my
laptop with a pager on my belt and a cell
phone in my briefcase, I’m not sure he’d
really see this as kingdom progress. Could
it be that a “wired” preacher has wandered
a little too far from the “Son of Man” who
had “no place to lay his head”?
In what some call our “Free Agent
Culture,” we have little incentive to practice
humility. David Brooks has argued that our
society now values “meritocrats” more than
“aristocrats.” “What you know” is elbowing
“who you know” and “where you’re from”
to the sidelines (30). In this sort of world,
there is great pressure always to put your
best foot forward and not to admit to
weaknesses. Squaring these cultural pressures with James’s message of humility is
the challenge of this session.

What do these Scriptures
mean? In a sense, you will be
offering medicine this week.
The term curate, another word for
priest or member of the clergy, has the
same root word as cure. Before you teach,
spend time praying about the spiritual
needs of your learners. It may be that
your learners need help discovering
God’s will for their individual relationships. In this case, the focus of your
teaching can be on how we interact with
other people. In our daily lives, are we
living humbly, or do we lean toward the
image in the old Mac Davis song: “Oh,
Lord, it’s hard to be humble when you’re
perfect in every way”?
We are sometimes reluctant to
discuss how individual conduct affects
groups of people, especially churches.
However, we should recognize that, for
James, it is conflict within the church
that prompts this whole discussion (v. 1).
It may be that God needs you to teach
this week not only about individual
behavior, but also about what that
behavior does to people and groups
around us. The text offers ample opportunity for exploring this issue in verses
1-3, 6, and 11-12.

My Teaching Plan

I. Choosing Between Arrogance and
Humility
II. Choosing Arrogance (4:1-6a)
A. Causes conflict in church (v. 1)
B. Causes us to hurt others (vv. 2-3)
C. A clear choice
1. Choosing evil (v. 4a)
2. Friends of the world and friends of
God (v. 4b)
D. God’s desire for us to return (v. 5)
E. God’s opposition to our pride (v. 6a)
III. Choosing Humility (vv. 6b-10)
A. God’s grace to the humble (v. 6b)
B. A series of pairs
1. Submission to God; the devil flees
(v. 7)
2. Drawing near to God; God’s drawing
near to us (v. 8a)
3. Clean hands; the uncleanness of sin
(v. 8b)
4. Pure hearts; double minds (v. 8b)
5. Our mourning; God’s joy (v. 9)
6. Our humility; God’s exaltation
(v. 10)
IV. Two Warnings (vv. 11-17)
A. Arrogance and judgment of others
(vv. 11-12)
B. Boasting about what we will do, when
only God knows (vv. 13-17)

Resources
David Brooks, Bobos in Paradise: The New Upper Class
and How They Got There (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 2000).
George Herbert, The English Poems of George Herbert,
ed. C. A. Patrides (Totowa NJ: Dent, 1974).
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Offer Illustration
How can I help learners think about the issues?

❍ Humility
George Herbert’s seventeenth-century
poem “Redemption” tells the story of a
poor tenant seeking his Lord in order to
ask for better treatment. He seeks his
Lord in the enclaves of the “haves” but
instead finds him among the rowdy
“have-nots.”
Having been tenant long to a rich
Lord,
Not thriving, I resolved to be bold,
And make a suit unto Him, to afford
A new small-rented lease, and cancel
th’ old.
In heaven at His manor I Him sought:
They told me there, that He was lately
gone
About some land, which He had
dearly bought
Long since on Earth, to take
possession.
I straight returned, and knowing His
great birth,
Sought Him accordingly in great
resorts—
In cities, theatres, gardens, parks, and
courts:
At length I heard a ragged noise and
mirth
Of thieves and murderers; there I Him
espied,
Who straight, “Your suit is granted,”
said, and died. (60)
A companion image to the poem is
found in the description of Jesus in
Philippians 2:5-8. These verses may be a
part of one of the earliest Christian
hymns:
Let the same mind be in you that was
in Christ Jesus, who, though he was in
the form of God, did not regard equality with God as something to be
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exploited, but emptied himself, taking
the form of a slave, being born in
human likeness. And being found in
human form, he humbled himself and
became obedient to the point of
death—Even death on a cross.

Questions

➤ Have we lost sight of the humble Jesus?
➤ In what ways is our culture likely to
receive a humble Jesus as good news?
Why?
➤ In what ways is our culture likely to
reject a humble Jesus? Why?

❍ Dependence on God
The phrase we sometimes hear when
parting, “I’ll see you, Lord willing and the
creek don’t rise,” recognizes how fragile
our world is—that life and circumstances
can change quickly. We don’t really think
of it in these terms, but we actually are
conveying a similar message every time
we say “Goodbye,” since goodbye is
descended from the phrase “God be with
you.” Similarly, “Adios” and “Adieu” imply
entrusting someone “to God” when we
part.

Questions

➤ What are ways in which we can maintain a greater awareness of our
dependence upon God each day?
➤ For those who live in urban areas, to
what degree would you say that the
following is true: We live in an artificial
world that allows us to deceive
ourselves into thinking we’re in
control?
➤ For those who live or who have lived
closer to the land, how does depending
on the land teach humility, or does it?

Discussion

Questions

How do I lead learners to dialogue about the
session?

Questions about Scripture

Ask learners to call out phrases or
names that contain the word “control,”
such as control tower, flood control,
control room, crowd control. Use the
list as a way of leading into discussion
about the emphasis our culture places
on control. Read James 4:13-16.

➤ What Bible characters can you name who
were undone by their arrogance?
➤ We often talk about the risk of taking
verses out of their particular context.
What are the clues in the context of
James 4:2—“You do not have, because you
do not ask”—that can help us to understand that phrase better than we can when
it stands alone?

Questions

Questions for All Adults

❍ Controlling People

➤ Do we put too much effort into
trying to control our world?
➤ Is it fair to say that our efforts at
control reflect a lack of trust in
God? Explain.
➤ To what extent does a wise person
try to control or not to control their
world?

❍ Humility Is a Virtue
Ask learners to call out the names of
the most famous people they can think
of, the kind of people whose names
might be known by most everyone in
the United States and many people in
the world. After you have ten or fifteen
names written on the board, return to
the list, and ask learners how many of
the people on the list would commonly
be described as “humble.” Write an
“H” beside each one of these people’s
names.

Questions

➤ Of those who have an “H” beside
their name, what is it about them
that has enabled them to stay
humble even though they are
famous?
➤ If you could somehow call a
national press conference and nominate someone as a “humble hero,”
perhaps someone that nobody has
ever heard of, whom would you
nominate and why?

➤ How do we live in the real world without
becoming the “friend of the world” that
James talks about in verse 4?
➤ How do we show sound judgment in evaluating people’s conduct without developing
the judgmental spirit James condemns?
➤ Can you think of a time when you or
someone else was ultimately “exalted”
(v. 10) because of humility?

Questions for Mature Adults

➤ What are the ways in which we lose control
of life as we grow older?
➤ What words of hope does James offer to us
as we lose control?
➤ At what point in your life was it easiest for
you to be humble? hardest?

Questions for Younger Adults

➤ In what ways do the pressures to move
ahead in our careers push us away from
practicing humility?
➤ To put it bluntly, many young people
assume that Christians are naive. How do
we show ourselves to be “real world,”
educated people without becoming a
“friend of the world” (v. 4)?
➤ In what ways have the events of September
11 made us more humble?

Questions for Adults with Children

➤ How do we teach our children to have both
confidence and humility?
➤ In what ways do our children help to keep
us humble?
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Involve Learners
How can I lead learners to explore the session together?

❍ Left- or Right-handed Reminder
One way of tying this session in with prior
sessions from this unit is to bridge the
concepts of hospitality and humility. One
of the problems James encountered was
religion that was closed to those who were
not a part of the “in” group.
Sometimes we forget what a humbling
experience it can be for someone to run
the risk of coming to church for the first
time or for the first time in a long time. As
an exercise in reminding learners to maintain a humble spirit, pass out pencils and
paper and then write this portion of verse
6 on the board: “God opposes the proud,
but gives grace to the humble.” Tell learners to copy the verse with their left hand
(or right hand if they are left-handed).
Lead by example, and copy the answer on
the board with your less dominant hand.

Questions

➤ How did it feel to write with your weak
hand? Did it bring back memories?
➤ What are some parts of church life that
can be tricky for newcomers to figure
out?
➤ What are some areas of life in which we
lack humility because of our competence?

❍ Lace-covered Gloves
Remind learners of verses 11-12, and then,
using the role plays found on page 31,
form groups and have them read each
card. Have the small groups identify
places in each dialogue where someone is
indirectly “speaking evil.”

Questions

➤ What are some phrases that can tip us
off to the fact that someone may be
landing a punch with a lace-covered
glove?
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➤ Why is this form of passive-aggressive
speech particularly difficult to
confront?
➤ How can we confront it?

Closure
How do I lead learners to respond?

❍ Knowing the Difference
Remind learners of the words of “The
Serenity Prayer” by Reinhold Neibuhr:
God, grant me the serenity to accept
the things I cannot change, the
courage to change the things I can,
and the wisdom to know the difference.
Comment briefly on the phrases “serenity
to accept the things I cannot change” and
“courage to change the things I can.”
Remind them of these parts of today’s
Scripture:
Come now, you who say, “Today or
tomorrow we will go to such and such
a town and spend a year there, doing
business and making money.” Yet you
do not even know what tomorrow will
bring. (4:13-14)
God opposes the proud, but gives
grace to the humble. (4:6)
Have learners bow in prayer, and then
read the first part of the prayer: “God,
grant me the serenity to accept the things
I cannot change.” As learners continue to
bow, ask them to consider what they need
to have the humility and serenity to
accept. Read the second part of the prayer:
“God, grant me the courage to change the
things I can.” Now ask learners to consider
what God might be calling them to have
the courage to change this week. Finally,
close the prayer by asking God to grant us
the wisdom to know the difference.
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PATIENCE
REQUIRED
James 5

Find Relevance

Seek Understanding

Why do adults care about this
session? Waiting and trusting
are tied together. We don’t wait
for people we don’t trust, at least
not for long. But if we trust, then we
assume our waiting is not in vain and will
be rewarded in time. Martin Luther King
Jr. knew how hard it was to wait. In his
“Letter from Birmingham Jail,” he wrote
of how hard it was to tell his little girl
that the amusement park Funtown was
for whites only, thus causing the “depressing clouds of inferiority to form in her
little mental sky” (293). But he was able
to wait because he trusted God. He was
able to endure because of his “conviction
that unearned suffering is redemptive”
(41).
James offers in this last chapter a
vision of a patient faith that recognizes
God is still in control. When life is hard,
we can all be tempted to give in to
despair. James tells us that by trusting in
God and calling on the strength of our
prayers and the prayers of others, we can
endure and thrive. What a wonderful
message of hope!

What do these Scriptures
mean? The word that helps
hold together this chapter is
“control.” The first three verses
warn of the sin of trying to control our
world—even to the point of manipulating
others—rather than trusting in the goodness of God.
In Graham Greene’s The Power and the
Glory, the main character despises what
he calls “a failure of imagination” (131),
the inability to see others as God would
have us see them. The manipulative
Christian fails to imagine how God can
provide and leans on his or her own abilities and powers. Again revealing an
end-time view, James shows how in “the
last days” (v. 3) these earthly treasures will
be found lacking.
James’s prescription is for us to trust
in God by accepting what we cannot
change and by not overestimating our
powers or ability to control what
happens. In this light, even the taking of
oaths can be seen as a lack of trust in
God’s providential control. The theme
continues through the final verses, as
James encourages believers to allow God
to shape events through our prayers and
to relinquish control to God’s right way
when we have wandered from the truth.

My Teaching Plan

I. God is in control.
II. God is in control of material things
(5:1-6).
A. Riches will not last (vv. 1-3).
B. Deceit and oppression are faulty foundations(vv. 4-6).
III. God is in control during times of suffering (vv. 7-12).
A. Be patient, for the coming of the Lord
is near(vv. 7-8).
B. Patiently wait for God to judge (v. 9).
C. The prophets and Job give us clear
examples of godly patience.
1. The prophets (v. 10)
2. Job (vv. 11-12)
IV. Show others that God is in control by
not swearing and by recognizing what
we can and cannot do (v. 12).
V. Trust in God in prayer (vv. 13-18).
A. We should pray in both joy and suffering (v. 13).
B. We can depend upon the prayers of
others for healing (vv. 14-16).
C. We must practice confession before
one another(vv. 15-16).
D. Elijah is an example of prayer and trust
(vv. 17-18).
VI. Seek to bring the misguided back under
God’s control (vv. 19-20).

Resources
Graham Greene, The Power and the Glory (New York:
Penguin, 1940; rev. ed., 1970).
Martin Luther King Jr., A Testament of Hope: The
Essential Writings of Martin Luther King , Jr., ed. James
Melvin Washington (San Francisco: Harper & Row,
1986).
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Offer Illustrations
How can I help learners think about the issues?

❍ We Know the Ending
When you know how a movie ends or
when you know the final score of a
rebroadcast sports event, the process of
watching is different. The twists and
turns along the way may be surprising,
but every moment is altered because of
your knowledge of the conclusion.
Although every analogy breaks down
at some point, that way of viewing a
movie or game is the way Christians are to
view life. We know how it will turn out in
the end. God’s victory is ultimately
assured, but we can’t know when or how
we will get there. Like those to whom
James wrote, we live in the in-between
times. Because of God’s promise to come
again, however, we can follow James’s
direction to “strengthen [our] hearts.”

❍ Trusting in God
James calls us to a patient faith that trusts
in God to act, especially when we pray.
The story is told of a young farm girl
whose family’s farm was in jeopardy due
to a drought that had lasted for months.
With no clouds on the horizon, the family
once again sat down for lunch, praying
before the meal. The little girl reminded
her family that they had forgotten to pray
for rain. They bowed again, and she
prayed for water to replenish the earth.
After praying, she got up from the lunch
table and went outside. The mother was
taken aback by her lack of manners and
asked, “Where on earth do you think you
are going?” The little girl replied, “To
pick up my toys before it rains.”

Questions
Questions

➤ What are James’s reasons for having
hope for the future?
➤ How can we make the hope of what
God will do in the future an important
part of how we view today?

➤ Recognizing that we can’t just order up
miracles from God, what does it mean
to trust in the power of prayer?
➤ Can you name a time when prayer
brought healing? Explain.
➤ How have you coped when prayer
didn’t bring the healing you sought?
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Discussion
How do I lead learners to dialogue about the session?

❍ Long Pause
Say something to the class so that they
know you are about to speak, such as
“Moving on to the next part of our
session.” Then, pause for twenty seconds.
(It will seem to you like much longer than
that, so use a watch or count in your
head.) Then say, “Patience is our topic.”
Hopefully your class will be at least
slightly amused. Then ask questions like
the following.

Questions

➤ What thoughts were running through
your mind when I paused before
I spoke?
➤ Did it seem like longer than twenty
seconds?
➤ Why are we always in such a hurry?
➤ What do we miss when we lack
patience?

❍ Pray in All Situations
Have learners read or listen to verses
13-16. Ask them to identify the four situations in which James tells believers to pray
(trouble, happiness, sickness, and confession). Ask learners to discuss why prayer
is important in each of these circumstances.

❍ Equality of Prayer
Although members of the clergy have a
unique and important role, as a pastor it
is sometimes surprising to me how
unevenly people feel their prayers weigh
on God’s scales when compared with the
prayers of an ordained minister. Read
the following phrase from the beginning
of verse 17: “Elijah was a human being
like us.”

Questions

➤ Why do you think James added this
detail?
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➤ Does God view the prayers of some
people differently than others?
➤ In what ways do we underestimate the
power of our prayers?

Questions
Questions about Scripture

➤ James is very hard on the rich in verses
1-6. How might these charges apply to
us?
➤ What do you think James means by
“Let your ‘Yes’ be yes and your ‘No’ be
no”?
➤ Why is a church member given the
authority to call the elders together
to pray?

Questions for All Adults

➤ Where do we really struggle with
patience in our lives?
➤ We have all prayed for people who did
not get well. How do we interpret such
times with what James says about
prayer and healing?
➤ Can you share about a time when
someone helped bring you back when
you wandered from the truth (v. 19)?

Questions for Mature Adults

➤ What helps us to be faithful in praying
for those with chronic health problems?
➤ What do you know about patience that
you could not have known when you
were thirty?
➤ Does a “Yes” or “No” mean more or less
today than it did thirty years ago?

Questions for Younger Adults

➤ If a ninety-year-old were to tell us
something about patience that we tend
to overlook, what do you think it
would be?
➤ Are there times when decisions made
by older people in powerful places try
your patience? If so, how do you think
God wants you to respond to this?

Questions for Adults with Children

➤ What are creative ways we can we teach
our children to pray for those who are
sick?
➤ How do we help our children understand the idea of having hope because
God is in control?

Involve Learners
How can I lead learners to explore the session together?

❍ Patience Cards
Ask learners to find a partner, and pass
out the “Patience Cards” found on page
32. Have learners each take one card. Each
person is to read the situation and discuss
it with his or her partner. (You may need
to make additional copies of the cards.)
If page 32 isn’t available, create cards on
which you’ve written life events that can
try our patience. Have learners discuss
what God can teach us through each
event.

Closure
How do I lead learners to respond?

❍ Practicing Prayer
As a closing prayer, remind people of the
types of sicknesses that don’t often make
it onto official prayer lists: mental
illnesses, chronic illnesses, or addictions.
Then, encourage everyone who is comfortable doing so to call out the name of
someone who is sick as the class bows in
prayer. They can call out the first name
only if they need to, or they can even say,
“Pray for someone I cannot name.” After
the names have been called out, instruct
learners to pray silently for a few
moments for those who have been named
before you or a volunteer concludes
the prayer.

❍ Who Needs Our Prayers?
With learners working as individuals or
in small groups, give out newsmagazines
or newspapers. Ask group members to
find articles or images of people who need
our prayers but are often neglected or
even omitted from our prayer life. Provide
posterboard or large sheets of paper, and
ask the groups or individuals to tape their
items onto the larger paper. These posters
can stay in your class for a few weeks as a
visual reminder of these prayer needs.
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IS This Seat Taken?

Congratulations! You have volunteered (or have been volunteered) to be a
church member sitting in a worship service. You will be given a hymnal to hold.
One of your class members will enter dressed in scruffy clothes and ask to sit
next to you. Your job is to look very uncomfortable with the situation.

Congratulations! You have volunteered (or have been volunteered) to be a
person in scruffy clothes who barges into a worship service. At your leader’s
guidance, leave the room and put on the clothes your leader provided. When
you return, one of your other class members will be seated in the middle of
the room, and they will play the part of a slightly uptight church member.
Your role is to enter the room, walk briskly to that person, and say in a loud
voice, “IS THIS SEAT TAKEN?”

Life Situation Cards
1. You just retired, and you are considering
what life holds for you over the next ten
years...

2. You just discovered your child or grandchild
is an alcoholic...

3. Your church is writing a new mission
statement...

4. Your best friend is getting a divorce...

Lace-covered Gloves
Role-play #1:
Juanita: What do you think of the new
carpet in the church foyer?
Fred:
Oh, I think it’s fine, but of course a
lot of people feel as though it doesn’t
really match, especially the curtains.
Juanita: Really? I hadn’t heard that.
Fred:
Well, maybe when you’ve been around
here as long as I have, people will
burden you with those things.
Juanita: Actually, I’ve been a member here four
Role-play #2:
Lamont: Pastor Jennifer, I’m not one to be
critical, but I really don’t think Pastor
Wayne is doing much to support our
missions ministries.
Jennifer: What has he done to make you feel
this way?
Lamont: Well, it’s just that he doesn’t show
any enthusiasm.
Jennifer: He led ten people on a two-week
mission trip to Honduras two
months ago.
Lamont: Sure, but what has he done since
then? And I hear several people on the
Role-play #3:
Karl:
Isn’t Steve doing a great job directing
Vacation Bible School this year?
Carolyn: Oh, I guess so.
Karl:
You don’t seem very enthusiastic.
Carolyn: Oh, he’s doing a great job
considering.
Karl:
Considering what?
Carolyn: Considering who his parents are.
You know, he didn’t get much of a
foundation in faith growing up.
Karl:
I don’t guess I’ve met his parents.
Carolyn: You wouldn’t be likely to, given that
you spend your time in church and
other respectable places.

Fred:
Juanita:
Fred:

Jennifer:
Lamont:
Jennifer:
Lamont:

Jennifer:

Karl:

years now.
Of course you have, and I’m so glad
you joined our church.
I like the carpet.
Oh, and so do I. I’ve never worried
that much myself about whether
things match. I just hope all those
people who are grieving over the
carpet don’t get too upset in the
next business meeting.
trip got tired of hearing Pastor Wayne
complain about the food.
How did you like the food, Lamont?
I didn’t go on the trip.
Must have slipped my mind.
So are you going to see if you can get
Pastor Wayne to do something about
missions?
I’ll certainly give it my best shot. But
I’m awfully busy planning our video
series about “Growing a Heart of
Grace.” I’ll be praying that you’ll
come.

Okay, whatever. Say, I hear the kids
really love the tents they set up in the
parking lot as a part of VBS.
Carolyn: I’m sure they do. What’s a
little danger when it’s done in the
name of fun?
Karl:
Are you helping with VBS this year?
Carolyn: No, I haven’t worked with VBS since
the Children’s Committee gave me the
boot four years ago.
Karl:
Okay, Carolyn, I think I’ll be going. I
don’t want to be late for the New
Members Class.
Carolyn: New Members Class? Really? I’m so
glad you finally joined.

Patience Cards
You’ve learned that a teenager who is very
important to you has gotten into trouble yet
again. In what ways do you imagine this might
try your patience? What can God teach you
during this time?

Your TV is broken and won’t be repaired for a
week. In what ways do you imagine this might
try your patience? What can God teach you
during this time?

You’ve just found out you’re pregnant. In what
ways do you imagine (you might really have to
imagine) this will try your patience? What can
God teach you during this time?

You’re stuck in traffic behind a slow driver. How
hard is it to have patience in this situation?
How can God use a seemingly insignificant
event to teach us or remind us of something?

You just lost electricity in your home. In what
ways do you imagine this will try your patience?
What can God teach you during this time?

You’re in the hospital and ready to go home.
The doctor just told you that you’ll have to stay
another two days. In what ways do you imagine
this will try your patience? What can God teach
you during this time?

A child has asked you to teach them how to play
tennis. After ten minutes, you’ve been outside
the fence five times to gather up launched balls
returned to earth. The child’s enthusiasm is
growing by the minute. In what ways do you
imagine this might try your patience? What can
God teach you during this time?

You’re sitting in a beautiful park waiting to
meet someone. They’re fifteen minutes late. In
what ways do you imagine this might try your
patience? What can God teach you during this
time?

You have to wait through the weekend for
important test results. In what ways do you
imagine this might try your patience? What can
God teach you during this time?

A child in a worship service is squirming behind
you, and although the parent keeps the child
fairly calm, the squirming still distracts you. In
what ways do you imagine this might try your
patience? What can God teach you during this
time?

